Security for Fort Worth at the Lake

Increasing safety by working together
Security Issues

- Home and vehicle burglaries
- Stolen mail
- Panhandlers / Homeless / Squatters
- Speeding / Racing / Auto hazard to pedestrians
- Mudders / Drifters
- Poachers
- Suspected drug and prostitution activities

- Trail safety for hike / bike trail
- Vandalism and dumping issues
- Theft of boats and tackle,
- Drowning and injury from lake use,
- And the increase of all types of crime due to the numerous guests who visit the lake.
Lake Worth ENFORCE Committee

“Engaged Neighborhoods for Crime Elimination”

- 4 Shoreline Neighborhood Associations
- Lake Worth Marshal’s Office
- Fort Worth Police Department
- Fort Worth Code Enforcement
Areas Addressed

- Policing
- Resident Involvement
- Infrastructure Improvement
● List immediate improvements

● Keep focused on goals

● Influence future discussions

WORKING DOCUMENT:

Lake Worth Area Security Plan
What we want from Councilman Shingleton in 2019:

Enthusiastic leadership to:

- Move bike trail construction forward
  - Break “log jam” on moving construction forward
  - Set priorities to address dangerous locations FIRST
- Initiate park master planning on “big five” parks
- Install badly needed cabling and barriers
Bike Trail “LOG JAM”

- Bike trail construction has experienced repeated delays
- No indication of overall planning for lake trail
Bike Trail Priorities - EXTREME RISK AREAS
Park Planning - “BIG FIVE”
Park Planning - “BIG FIVE”
Example: Malaga Park
Barriers are desperately needed in specific places to reduce:

- Illegal dumping
- Illegal parking
- Illegal off roading
What we want from Councilman Shingleton in 2019:

We need enthusiastic leadership to:

● Move bike trail construction forward
  ○ Break “log jam” on moving construction forward
  ○ Set priorities to address dangerous bicycling locations FIRST
● Initiate park master planning on “big five” parks
● Install badly needed cabling and barriers
Michael Dallas
President - Scenic Shores Neighborhood Association
Phone: 817 733 9056